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Large Fields also very important for Raman Spectroscopy:

Effect goes as the 4th power of the field intensity.

Well known that rough surfaces enhance Raman Spectroscopy,
by orders of magnitude (SERS) 

Shielding: Think of Faraday cage to shield Electromagnetic Field,
Shielding from Magnetic Fields, Thermal Currents
Shielding from Vibrations, Sonar







Allow for multiscale inclusions:
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Riccati type PDE
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Hall Voltage













Field between two highly conducting disks close to touching

McPhedran, Poladian, GWM (1988)

Rigorous Analysis: Lim and Yu (2015)



Could use the transformation based approach of Greenleaf, Lassas, and Uhlmann

Advantages: Works for any external field and creates no disturbance 

Disadvantages: Requires extreme conductivities, and if one truncates the
solution there is no reason to expect it is optimal. 



Or Maybe?

Seems like we are just guessing. Is there a more systematic approach,
at least in the case where we use just 2 conducting materials, and
we are seeking shielding or concentration for just one applied field?





A model optimization problem:























New classes of elastic materials (with Cherkaev, 1995)

Like a fluid it only supports one 
loading, unlike a fluid that 
loading may be anisotropic







Cloak making an object “unfeelable”:
Buckmann et. al. (2014)





Modifying the pentamodes:



Idea of proof: Insert into the material attaining the energy bounds 
a thin walled structure with sets of parallel walls:

Inside the walls put the appropriate modified pentamode
material. Thus we obtain an optimal pentamode attaining
the energy bounds.



For elastically isotropic materials one has the Hashin-Shtrikman Bounds



We can go much further and go a long way to completely
characterizing the G-closure of 3d (and 2d) printed materials.

Joint work with Marc Briane and Davit Harutyunyan





Recall: A convex set G can be characterized by
its Legendre transform: 



G-closures are not convex sets but can be
characterized by their W-transform

W-transforms generalize the idea of Legendre
transforms



Need to know the 7 energy functions



Result of Avellaneda (1987):

Orthogonality conditions

If then 

can be computed



They are attained by sequentially layered laminates, 
and we call the material which attains
the minimum in 

the Avellaneda material, with elasticity tensor

Maxwell (1873)



Obvious bounds:

Main result: in many cases these bounds are sharp



Theorem (GWM, Briane, Harutyunyan):



When        has one zero eigenvalue, and the 
other eigenvalues of opposite signs,

= 0When                             has at least two roots
and                       is never positive or negative 
definite



Idea of proof: Insert into the Avellaneda material a 
thin walled structure with sets of
parallel walls:

Inside the walls put the appropriate multimode
material



Thank You!



Available on my website
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